Background: Stimulation of the subthalamic nuclei (STN) is an effective treatment for Parkinson's disease, but complaints of speech difficulties after surgery have been difficult to quantify. Speech measures do not convincingly account for such reports. Objective: This study examined STN stimulation effects on vowel production, in order to probe whether DBS affects articulatory posturing. The objective was to compare positioning during the initiation phase with the steady prolongation phase by measuring vowel spaces for three "corner" vowels at these two time frames. Methods: Vowel space was measured over the initial 0.25 sec of sustained productions of high front (/i/), high back (/u/) and low vowels (/a/), and again during a 2 sec segment at the midpoint. Eight right-handed male subjects with bilateral STN stimulation and seven age-matched male controls were studied based on their participation in a larger study that included functional imaging. Mean values: age = 57 ± 4.6 yrs; PD duration = 12.3 ± 2.7 yrs; duration of DBS = 25.6 ± 21.2 mos, and UPDRS III speech score = 1.6 ± 0.7. STN subjects were studied off medication at their therapeutic DBS settings and again with their stimulators off, counter-balanced order. Results: Vowel space was larger in the initiation phase compared to the midpoint for both the control and the STN subjects off stimulation. With stimulation on, however, the initial vowel space was significantly reduced to the area measured at the mid-point. For the three vowels, the acoustics were differentially affected, in accordance with expected effects of front versus back position in the vocal tract. Conclusions: STN stimulation appears to constrain initial articulatory gestures for vowel production, raising the possibility that articulatory positions normally used in speech are similarly constrained.
BACKGROUND
Deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nuclei (STN-DBS) is a widely used neurosurgical treatment for the levodopa responsive symptoms of Parkinson's disease (PD) with tens of thousands of individuals treated in this manner world-wide [1] . STN-DBS significantly improves tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia, reduces on/off effects, and often allows for a lower dose of PD medication reducing the risk of drug-induced dyskinesias. While clinically effective, the physiological basis for this treatment is not understood [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In spite of concerns over adverse STN-DBS effects on speech, the objective evidence for this is inconsistent. In some instances, stimulation has had a demonstrably negative impact on speech [7, 8] , but considering other studies, the nature of the speech changes associated with STN-DBS is far from clear (See Skodda, [9] , for review). At the level of connected speech, Ahn et al. [10] found that long pauses, especially at non-linguistic boundaries, were more frequent with STN-DBS, and pausing during monologue speech was related to changes in cerebral blood flow during STN-DBS [11] . At the level of word production, relational timing (whereby stem vowel lengths decrease consistently with morphologically derived forms: stick, sticky, stickily; see Lehiste [12] ) remains intact during STN-DBS [13] . In contrast, there is evidence that STN-DBS improves voice. Van Lancker Sidtis, et al. [14] found that the vocal signal-to noise improved during STN-DBS. Vowel production studies have reported an increased maximum phonation time [15] [16] [17] and greater stability in pitch and/or amplitude [8, [16] [17] [18] [19] , but this has not always been found [15] . Wang et al. [20] reported increased intensity in sustained vowel production following right but not left STN stimulation, but decreased articulatory accuracy following left but not right STN stimulation [21] . Lee et al. [22] found that STN-DBS reduced the aperiodicity in sustained production of /a/. Sauvageau et al. [23] reported increased vowel space with STN-DBS for CVCV syllables produced as part of a reading task.
While most of the reported acoustic changes in speech following STN-DBS have been inconsistently observed, clinically significant speech changes can also occur. Stimulation produces a three-dimensional field [2] and electrode placement and stimulation parameters can effect surrounding tissue [24] , particularly the corticobulbar tract [25] . Stimulation of this tract is likely responsible for some of the side effects of STN-DBS including facial muscle contractions and dysarthria [6, 25] . Stimulation of the fasciculus cerebellothalamicus has also been identified as a source of adverse effects on speech [26] . Excessive stimulation or inappropriate selection of stimulating electrode contacts can also produce abnormal speech in subjects who are otherwise unaffected at clinical settings [27, 28] . These extreme responses to STN-DBS are likely not in the same class of phenomena as the previously noted changes in pausing, voice quality, and vowel characteristics as they approach or achieve the status of a clinically recognizable dysarthria. As such, they should probably be considered separately at this stage of our understanding of DBS effects on speech.
In contrast to the acoustic studies, several clinical studies have shown higher rates of speech problems following STN-DBS compared to medical therapy. As with the acoustic studies, however, the withingroup variability has been high [29, 30] . Some of the post-STN-DBS changes were attributed to worsening of PD or pre-existing symptoms or corticobulbar side effects [30] and the most important predictive factor of post-STN-DBS speech intelligibility were pre-operative intelligibility, disease duration, and electrode placement [31] .
The present study examined the effects of STN-DBS on vowel space estimated during sustained vowel production. Vowel space is an important metric for speech as it reflects the configuration of the articulators [32] providing an estimate of the working range of articulator positions [33] . This configuration can be influenced by many factors including speaking rate and stress patterns [34] [35] [36] [37] , and phonological context [38] . Vowel space is also associated with intelligibility [39] and is altered by neurological disease [40] . It is reduced in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but less so in Parkinson's disease [36, [40] [41] [42] . Impairment in vowel articulation has been suggested as a marker of disease progression in PD [69] . Further, acoustic analysis of sustained vowel productions has been suggested as a tool for identifying STN-DBS overstimulation and fine tuning stimulation parameters [43] .
Sustained vowel production provides a relatively stable opportunity to examine the acoustic characteristics of the vowel, which correspond to the articulatory gestures necessary to produce that vowel. The configuration of the vocal tract during vowel production reinforces acoustic energy produced by phonation into frequency bands referred to as formants, which can be changed by altering the shape of the vocal tract, thereby changing the identity of the vowel [44, 45] . From the neurogenic perspective, the acoustic stability of sustained vowels involves basal ganglia regions likely affected by STN-DBS as well as cerebral and cerebellar regions [46] . When several different vowels are studied, their acoustic characteristics can be used to estimate a vowel space, measured as a function of the frequency values of the first (F1) and second (F2) formants.
While vowel space is typically obtained at the mid-portion of the vowel production to avoid onset and offset effects [22] , the present study also examined vowel space during the initial 250 msec of each production, enabling a contrast between possible STN-DBS effects on articulator positions at vowel initiation compared to a midpoint position where measurements are more typically made. Since movement initiation is one of the areas of difficulty in PD, it was believed that this initial component of vowel production might be particularly sensitive to the effects of STN-DBS. This hypothesis was further stimulated by an examination of all F1 and F2 data points produced by the PRAAT [47] analysis for the corner vowels (/i/, /a/, /u/), which were obtained in vowel prolongation tasks as part of our speech production protocol. The following examination of vowel spaces at the initiation and midpoints of prolonged productions addressed the following questions: (1) does STN-DBS affect vowel space during sustained production? (2) does STN-DBS have a different effect at the initiation of vowel prolongation compared the vocalization midpoint?
METHOD

Subjects
Eight right-handed males with idiopathic PD and seven right-handed, neurologically normal, control male subjects participated in this study. All subjects provided informed consent for the study (Institutional Review Board, Nathan Kline Institute) consistent with the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were native speakers of American English with the exception of one of the PD subjects, who reported that English was his native language in spite of the fact that he emigrated from Italy in his early adolescence. The mean age of the PD group was 57.5 ± 4.4 yrs, which did not differ significantly from the mean age of the normal group (57.4 ± 11.1). The mean duration of PD was 13.4 ± 3.3 yrs and the mean duration of DBS therapy was 24 ± 20 months. The average Unified Parkinson's Disease Related Score (UPDRS) motor score was 34.3 ± 16.7, a moderate score that indicates some functional dependency [48] off both medication and STN-DBS. The average UPDRS speech rating was 1.6, consistent with the speech pathologist's characterization of mild dysarthria. The characteristics and treatment parameters of the subjects with STN-DBS are presented in Table 1 . The subjects with PD were selected based on right-handedness, native language, the absence of confounding neurological, psychiatric, or medical conditions and potentially confounding non-PD medications as well as their willingness to abstain from their anti-PD medication over-night, have their stimulators turned off for approximately five hours, and participate in a positron emission tomographic (PET) study that is part of a larger project. The presence or absence of speech complaints following STN-DBS treatment was not a selection criterion. All STN-DBS subjects had mild dysarthria as determined by an experienced, certified speech pathologist (D.S.), and none had more than a mild dysarthria. The normal controls met the same criteria with the exceptions related to PD treatment. PD subjects were tested in both the STN-DBS on and off conditions (order varied across participants) having abstained from their PD medication since their last evening dose the night before the study. The speech samples were obtained the following mid-day after participation in an imaging study. In the STN-DBS off condition, stimulation was off for at least three hours prior to the speech study.
Procedure
Sustained vowels were recorded as part of a protocol speech examination. Subjects were instructed to take a breath then produce the vowel /a/ in a steady fashion on that breath for as long as possible. This procedure was then repeated with the vowels /i/ and /u/. Vowel productions were digitally recorded for subsequent analyses. Recording were made using a Marantz Professional digital recorder (PMD660) and a Shure unidirectional head-worn dynamic microphone (SM10A). Simultaneous backup recordings were made with a separate PMD660 digital recorder and a boom-mounted AKG D5 microphone. All recordings were made in.wav format at a 48k sampling rate. Recordings were analyzed using PRAAT [47] . The formant frequencies of each sustained phonation were measured in one 250 msec sample initiated at the onset of each vowel and a 2 sec sample taken from the midpoint of each vowel. In order to ensure accurate measurements across vowels and speakers, the automatic formant frequency values were visually compared to the simultaneous spectrogram display. To ensure agreement between the two methods, the upper frequency limit value for the formant listing program was adjusted to fit the height of the third formant, as estimated with a manual measurement of the spectrogram for each sample. The maximum frequency used ranged from 3000 Hz to 5000 Hz.
Measures
The F1 and F2 values for the three vowels provided the x,y coordinates of a triangle used to define a subject's vowel space. The area values for the initial and midpoint vowel space triangles were calculated for each subject. In addition to the vowel space measure, F1 and F2 values were also examined to determine the direction of changes in vowel space when they were observed. Table 2 contains the means (standard deviations in parentheses) for each vowel, each group, and each condition. The vowel space area was calculated with the following standard formula for determining the area of a triangle from x,y coordinates with F1 values plotted against F2 values for each corner vowel:
Statistical analysis
Initial and midpoint values of vowel spaces and F1 and F2 values were analyzed using mixed design repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with a full-factorial model, and independent and paired t-tests as appropriate. Correlations were used to examine the relationships between variables (SPSS for PC version 7.5). Probability values (p) less than 0.05 were considered significant.
Results
In order to rule out the possible development of jaw tremor during the sustained production [49] as confounding factor, for each vowel, the initial and mid-portion jitter (cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in frequency) and shimmer (cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in amplitude) measures were compared using a repeated measures ANOVA. None of the vowel productions contained significant main effects of STN-DBS condition (on vs. off) or position in the production (initial vs. midpoint), nor did they demonstrate an interaction between DBS status and position for either the jitter or shimmer measures.
Vowel space
The first set of analyses examined vowel space area obtained from the PD subjects with STN-DBS as an independent variable in a repeated measures ANOVA with position (initial vs. midpoint) and STN-DBS condition (on vs. off) treated as repeated measures. The normal control subjects were not included in this analysis. Neither position in the production (initial vs. midpoint) nor DBS condition (on vs. off) were significant as main effects, but these factors did interact [F(1,7) = 23.02; p = 0.002]. With STN-DBS off, the within subject comparison of position revealed that the initial vowel space was significantly greater than the subsequent midpoint vowel space [t(7) = 3.04; p = 0.019]. The within subject STN-DBS condition analysis revealed that initial vowel space with DBS off was also greater than the initial vowel space with STN-DBS on [t(7) = 2.52; p = 0.04]. In contrast, the within subject STN-DBS condition analysis revealed that when STN-DBS was on, the initial and midpoint vowel spaces did not differ. The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 1 . To summarize the within subject results, STN-DBS status interacted with vowel space position: (1) With STN-DBS off, initial vowel space was larger than midpoint vowel space. This was not the case when STN-DBS was on; (2) Initial vowel space was greater when STN-DBS was off compared to when STN-DBS was on.
The second set of mixed ANOVAs first compared the vowel space for the normal control subjects to the PD subjects with STN-DBS on, and in a separate analysis, to the PD subjects with STN-DBS off. Position in the vowel production (initial versus midpoint) was a repeated measure and group (normal control vs STN-DBS on in one analysis, normal control vs. STN-DBS off in the other) was a between-subjects factor. When the normal control vowel spaces were compared with those for STN-DBS off, there was an effect of position [F(1,13) = 16.8; p = 0.001], with larger initial vowel spaces for both groups. There was no effect of group, and group and position did not interact (Fig. 1) . As in the subjects with STN-DBS off, the initial normal vowel space was significantly greater than the stable vowel space [t(6) = 2.82; p = 0.031].
In the comparison between the normal control group and the group with STN-DBS on, neither Fig. 1 . Vowel space for /a/, /i/, and /u/ representing the initial 250 msec of the production and a 2 sec portion at the production midpoint. The PD subjects were studied twice, once with STN-DBS on and once with the stimulation off. Parkinson's medications were withheld for 12 hrs prior to testing in both conditions. The age-matched normal subjects were studied once. position nor group (i.e., STN-DBS on) significantly influenced vowel space, but these factors did interact [F(1,13) = 9.72; p = 0.008]. The initial normal control vowel spaces were larger than the initial STN-DBS on vowel spaces. The results of the between groups analyses are as follows: (1) Both the normal subjects and those with PD with STN-DBS turned off had larger vowel spaces at initiation compared to midpoint; (2) When the normal group was compared to the STN-DBS on group, only the normal group demonstrated a larger initial vowel space.
In order to examine the possible relationships between the vowel space measures and clinical characteristics of the STD-DBS subjects, several correlations were performed. The size of initial vowel space was not correlated with age in either of the STN-DBS conditions. However, the size of the initial vowel space was negatively correlated with duration of PD in both the STN-DBS off [r (8) production of /i/ [F(1,7) = 6.71; p = 0.036]. For /i/, initial F2 was reduced by 11% in the STN-DBS on condition [t(7) = 2.47; p = 0.04]. In contrast, for the back vowel /u/, F1 and F2 changes in association with DBS on were not significant, suggesting that STN-DBS does not have a uniform effect on all articulatory gestures. Figure 2 depicts the means and standard errors of F2 across vowels for the three conditions.
DISCUSSION
Both normal control and PD subjects with their STN-DBS turned off initiated sustained vowel productions with a larger vowel space than they used at the midpoint of their production. This effect was not present when the same PD subjects had their STN-DBS turned on. With STN-DBS on, the initial vowel space was smaller, but did not decrease further at the midpoint position. The consistency of the midpoint vowel space area measurements across both subject groups and all three conditions, as well as the consistency between the initial vowel space measurements for the normal control subjects and the PD subjects with the DBS turned off, strongly suggest that these measurements were stable, reliable, and representative. Rather than creating an aberrant vowel space, STN-DBS appears to have attenuated the vowel space normally available to the PD and normal control subjects at the point of vowel initiation, thereby restricting the normally available articulatory range. This effect was not uniform across vowels, however, as it was not observed for the back vowel /u/, which is produced by upward and rostral movement of the back of the tongue.
Speech motor control depends on the planning, initiation, and execution of articulatory sequences and involves detailed coordination with laryngeal and respiratory processes. The present results may bear on the effects of STN-DBS at the initiation of articulatory gestures, with implications for planning and coordination as well. The reduction of initial vowel space associated with STN-DBS on suggests that at least some articulatory gestures are constrained at their initiation stage. As seen in the present study, such constraints were not sufficient to grossly distort the target vowel. As noted previously, PD itself reduces vowel space, at least in some speech modes, so STN-DBS is further constraining an already affected articulatory system. This may occur because STN-DBS alters the internal mapping of the articulators, the afferent feedback about their states, the efferent commands to create the gestures, the motor tone of specific articulators, the coordination of articulatory, laryngeal, and respiratory components, or any combination of the above. Such a situation could also account for motor control problems that result in the abnormal pausing [10] and for the case reports of dysfluency [14, 51, 52] observed with STN-DBS.
Constraints on articulatory control are also likely to interact with the type of speech produced, as the quality of speech in PD is a function of the speech task, whether STN-DBS is involved or not [14, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Speaking spontaneously requires more planning than reading or repetition, as these latter speaking modes have an external model. In PD, spontaneous speech is less intelligible than speech that is repeated or read [54, 55, 58] . Task effects may also play a role in studies of vowel space. Skodda et al. [59] found that vowel space was reduced in PD and declined with disease progression based on an analysis of read speech. However, Sauvageau et al. [23] reported that vowel space derived from CVCV syllables embedded in read sentences increased with STN-DBS. In the present study, vowel spaces in the STN-DBS on and off conditions were positively correlated with each other, and both were reduced as the duration of PD increased. The observed reduction with disease progression is consistent with Skodda's findings, but overall vowel space was not reduced in the subjects with PD in the present study. The different findings with respect to the effects of PD and STN-DBS on vowel space when the Skodda and Savageau results are compared to the present study may reflect several differences: Both Skodda and Savageau analyzed read material and their vowel productions were shorter than the sustained productions. It may also be the case that their subjects were more severely affected by PD than those in the present study. In any case, it is clear that the effects of speaking mode have a significant impact on the quality of speech in PD and will have to be considered in an accurate characterization of the impact of PD and STN-DBS on speech.
In addition to the linguistic and phonological constraints on speech motor control, more general effects of STN-DBS need to be considered. The absence of an STN-DBS effect on the back vowel /u/, which involves upward and rostral movement of the back of the tongue, hints that STN-DBS may have differential impact on different muscle groups (e.g., the muscles of the tongue). This invites an interesting parallel with swallowing. Like speech, there is a dissociation between subjective reports and the paucity of supporting objective findings regarding STN-DBS's impact on swallowing. Unlike speech, however, subjects have reported improved swallowing following STN-DBS [60] [61] [62] [63] . In swallowing studies, small but significant improvements were reported for pharyngeal transit time but not for maximum hyoid bone excursion with STN-DBS on compared to off conditions [63] . Recent reports on the effects of STN-DBS on swallowing have also associated this therapy with changes in tongue function [64, 65] . The present results for vowel space in speech and for pharyngeal transit time and tongue function in swallowing suggest that changes in motor function may result in disproportionate subjective experiences regarding movements involving articulatory structures. The variability in self-report of speech difficulties has been shown to be greater in PD subjects who have been treated with STN-DBS compared to those treated medically [66] . Such variability in self report measures following STN-DBS mirrors the variability in acoustic results across studies of STN-DBS effects, and may indicate that not all changes in speech-motor control yield comparable subjective complaints.
This study, together with the existing literature, provides an emerging picture of the effects of STN-DBS on speech. With the exception of excessive stimulation, inappropriate stimulation site, or surgical complication, the objective measurements of speech change following STN-DBS have demonstrated inconsistent results. The most consistent findings are in the domain of voice, in which some degree of improved function has been reported. These results, obtained with utterances of varying lengths in different production modes, as well as with sustained vocal productions, likely reflect, at least in part, improved glottal and sub-glottal control as demonstrated in the work of Hammer et al. [67, 68] , who reported increased intraoral pressure and increased velopharyngeal closure associated with STN-DBS.
It may be the case that STN-DBS effects can improve glottal and sub-glottal support for speech, but that it can also introduce fine-grained alterations of articulatory gestures, predictably at the initiation of speech acts. It can be hypothesized that improved phonation may tax an articulatory control system already weakened by PD and further compromised by an alteration of the basal ganglia's role in motor control resulting from STN-DBS. This combination of pathophysiological and iatrogenic changes could exacerbate problems with motor initiation, pausing during speech, fluency, and intelligibility. The combination could also produce a subjective sense, in some individuals, that speech is more difficult after treatment by STN-DBS.
The present results demonstrate that STN-DBS constrains vowel space at the onset of prolonged vowel production. Both the normal control group and the subjects with Parkinson's disease who had their STN-DBS turned off initiated their productions with a larger vowel space, which was reduced by the midpoint of the production. However, when STN-DBS was turned on, initial vowel spaces were reduced and did not change from initial to midpoint values. These results suggest that STN-DBS can constrain articulatory gestures, which may contribute to the subjective experience that speech has become more difficult after STN-DBS, and when severe enough, contribute to dysfluent speech. It should also be noted that STN-DBS is not a unitary entity. The effects of this therapy are a function of surgical technique, programming, medication, disease state, clinical features, and individual differences in patients and their neuroanatomy. It is unlikely that there is a single answer to the question of how STN-DBS affects speech. However, the results of this study add to the existing literature suggesting that acoustic changes in voice may be a valuable tool in assessing speech changes. From a speech-science perspective, these results suggest that an examination of performance at the initiation of speech acts may provide insights into the consequences of PD and STN-DBS.
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